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0. Introduction. In this note we shall solve two open problems1

concerning Cauchy's functional equation

(C) fix + y) = fix) + fiy)

for real-valued functions of a real variable.

P. Erdös [2] asked, after learning about a preliminary result of

S. Hartman [3], whether one obtains all functions satisfying (C) for

almost all pairs (x, y) by simply redefining the functions satisfying

(C) for all (x, y) in an arbitrary manner on sets of measure zero. This

turns out to be the case (Theorem I), in particular, if f satisfies (C)

for almost all (x, y) and is also measurable or only bounded from below

on a set of positive measure, then fix) = ex holds almost everywhere as a

consequence of well-known theorems of A. Ostrowski [5], H. Kestel-

man [4].

1. Halperin asked whether (C) for all (x, y) in conjunction with

(C) /(_)«_/(«)        (all* *())
\ X / X1

already ensures/(x) =x/(l). This also turns out to be true (Theorem

II).

1. Theorem I. Let fix) be real valued, defined for almost all real x,

and suppose that (C) holds for almost all pairs (x, y) in the sense of plane

measure iLebesgue). Then there exists a real-valued function Fix), de-

fined for all real x and satisfying (C) for all pairs (x, y), which coincides

with fix) for almost all x in the sense of linear measure iLebesgue). These

requirements determine Fix) uniquely.

Proof. By Fubini's theorem there are null-sets N and Nx such that

(C) holds if x^iV, yENx. Denote the complement of N by M and

notice, in particular, that/ must be defined on M. First we show that

(C) holds whenever xEM, yEM, x+yEM. Fix x, y for the moment

and pick z such that zÇ£.Nx+y, y+zG-^x, z(£Nv. This is possible by

avoiding three null-sets for z. But then we have
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f(x + y + z) -/(* +y)+/(«),

f(x + y + z) =f(x)+f(y + z),

f(y + *) =/(y)+/(s),

and the result follows.

Next we show

/(*i) +f(yi) = /(*») +f(yz)    if xi + yi = x2 + y2>

xi G Af, yi G -M", x2 G M, y2 G Af,

by picking zEM such that y{ =yi—zEM, y2 =y2—zEM, xx-\-y{

= x2-f-y2 =xi+yx—z = x2+y2—zEM. This is possible by avoiding

four null-sets for z and implies

f(yi) = f(yl ) + /(*), /(yO = /<# ) + /(«),
f(xi + yi)= f(xi) + f(yl ),       f(x2 + yi ) - /(x2) + /(y2' )

by what we already know. Hence

/(«0 +/(yi) -/(«i + yi') +/(z) =/(x2 + y2') +/(z) =/(x2) +/(y2).

Finally we show that given xiG-Af, x2GAi, x^EM there exist

yiEM, y2EM such that

(2)   xi + x2 + x3 = yi + y2  and /(xi) +/(x2) +/(x3) = f(yi) + f(yi).

This is done by picking zEM such that z' = x3—z G Af, yi = Xi +z G Ai,

y2 = x2+z'=x2+x3—zGAf (avoid four null-sets) and then combining

the consequences

/(x3) =/(z) +/(/),   f(yx) =/(x0 +/(z),   f(y2) = f(x2) + f(z').

In order to define F we notice that every real number z is of the

form x+y with xGAf, yGAf (simply pick xEM such that y = z—x

EM). Define F(z) to be/(x)+/(y), which is single-valued because

of (1). For zGAf the equation (C) implies F(z) =f(z). Now take two

arbitrary real numbers Zi, z2 of the forms Xi+yi, XiGAf, yiGAf and

^2+y2, x2GAf, y2GAf, respectively. By applying (2) twice we obtain

two numbers z[ E M, z2 G M such that

xi + yi + x2 + y2 = z[ + z2    and

/(*i) +f(yi) +/(*0 +/(y2) =/(zi') +/(z2')-

But the left side in the last equation equals F(zi) + F(z2) while the

right side equals F(z{ +z2) = F(zj.+z2), thus proving (C) for P with

unrestricted variables.

It remains to show the uniqueness of F. So let us take two func-
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tions Pi(x) and p2(x) satisfying (C) for all pairs (x, y) and coinciding

on a set M which includes almost all x. The difference P=Pi—P2

also satisfies (C) and vanishes on M; but every real number z is of

the form x+y, xEM, y EM showing that Fiz) = P(x) +P(y) =0 holds

generally.

2. Remarks. If we combine Theorem I with sufficient conditions

for P(x) to equal ex we obtain the results mentioned in the introduc-

tion. But these special consequences could also be obtained more

directly by using the fact that the sum-set C = A+B= {z|z = x+y,

xEA, yGPJ always contains an open interval if A and B are of posi-

tive measure (e.g., use the continuity of the convolution of the cor-

responding characteristic functions restricted to a large enough inter-

val). This is essentially the idea in [4], but although very simple

under the conditions prevailing there, the proof remains rather in-

volved here. If, however,/is measurable, the discussion in [l, p. 143]

suggests integrating the functional equation resulting for gx(x)

= gtx/(i)j wnere we choose for X two real values with irrational quo-

tient. This turns out to be a very simple procedure.

It is obvious that in the proof of Theorem I only a few specific

properties of real numbers have been used. Consequently there will be

analogues for very general domains and ranges of/. More important,

the concept of measure enters only via null-sets. Once Fubini's theo-

rem has been used, only the following properties are important. The

family of null-sets is closed under the application of linear mappings

and finite unions, but does not include the whole space as an element.

Notice that sets of the first category, for instance, satisfy the same

properties. Cf. [3].

3. Theorem II. Let fix) be real valued, defined for all real x, and

suppose that (C) holds for all (x, y) together with (C). Then fix) =x/(l)

holds for all x.

Proof. Obviously/(0) =0,/(—x) = —fix). For x^O, 1 we have in

turn

1 1

1 1
-fix - 1)-fix),
ix-iyJ x2

*2{f(x) -/(!)} - (x- l)Y(x),

1

x(x — 1)

-fix2 - x)
x2(x - l)2

fix2)-fix) =

fix2) = 2x/(x) - x2/(l).
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The last equation is also true for x = 0 or x= 1. Now use 4xy = (x+y)2

— (x — y)2 to obtain

f(Axy) = 2(x + y)f(x + y) - (x + y)2f(l)

- \2(x - y)f(x - y) - (x - y)2f(\)\

= ixf(y) + 4y/(x) - 4xy/(l).

Hence

(3) f(xy) = xf(y) + yf(x) - xyf(\),

in particular, for y = l/x (x^O),

/(I) = xf(-) + -f(x) -/(l) = -f(x) -f(l),
\ X / X X

f(x) = x/(l).

The last equation holds for x = 0 as well.

Here again it is possible to generalize the range and domain of /.

Added in proof. J. Aczél held a similar lecture on Some unsolved

problems in the theory of functional equations at Oberwolfach in Octo-

ber, 1963, which appeared in Arch. Math. 15 (1964), 435-444 (cf.
Problems 13 and 14). The problem of Erdös was solved independently

by N. G. de Bruijn in a manuscript On almost additive functions

which he sent to me in September, 1964. The problem of Halperin

was solved independently by S. Kurepa in a manuscript on The

Cauchy functional equation and scalar product in vector spaces, Glasnik

Mat.-Fiz. Astronom. Drustvo Mat. Fiz. Hrvatske Ser. II (to appear),

which he sent to me in March, 1964. Halperin's problem was also

solved independently by S. L. Segal in a letter sent to me in March,

1964.
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